ETHIOPIA

WASH in small and medium towns

AID 9428

Householder interview in Huruta town
AID 9428 –HURUTA Town
Evaluation mission’s photos

- Dec. 2015 -
Annex 2.1: Photos

Ph. 1: Huruta town: overview from the spring’s site

Ph. 2: Hutura gateway

Ph. 3: Arrival in Huruta

Ph. 4: Huruta main road

Ph. 5: Huruta simple games

Ph. 6: Huruta Bus Station

Ph. 7: Huruta market
Ph. 8: Huruta Town Water Utility

Ph. 9: Huruta TWU office

Ph. 10: Huruta TWU office

Ph. 11: Huruta TWU Billing payment desk

Ph. 12: Account officer

Ph. 13: TWU toilets

Ph. 14: Delivery of project equipments and tools

Ph. 15: TWU Toyota Pick Up (Supplied by the project)
Ph. 16: The gorge of the spring’s sites

Ph. 17: Fincha 1 spring, overflow

Ph. 18: Fincha 2 spring

Ph. 19: Amado spring: Overflow.

Ph. 20: Sediment and gravel inside the intake manhole
Ph. 21: Transmission pipe, not buried

Ph. 22: River Varecha crossing (chan. 4+875 – 1995 masl)

Ph. 23: New Huruta Tank, Vol. = 500 m³; el. 2075 masl

Ph. 24: Tank outlet DN 300 mm, to the town network

Ph. 25: Transmission pipe washout

Ph. 26: WS Network Node J.4 at the entrance of the town
Ph. 27: Water point n. 1 (out of service)

Ph. 28: Water point n. 2 in Drejarti (Slum area)

Ph. 29: Water point n. 3 (out of service)

Ph. 30: Water point n. 5 (out of service)

Ph. 31: Queue at Water point n. 4
Ph. 32: Toilet at the bus station/market

Ph. 33: Toilet septic tank

Ph. 34: Toilet Water connection

Ph. 35: Toilet seats

Ph. 36: Toilet showers

Ph. 37: Sludge dry beds
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Ph. 46: Householder interview

Ph. 47: Wine Hotel’s owner interview

Ph. 48: TWU’s Manager interview
AID 9428 –DURAME Town
Evaluation mission’s photos

Dec. 2015
Ph. 25: Septic tank 1
Ph. 26: Latrine2
Ph. 27: Septic tank 2
Ph. 28: Pipe break
Ph. 29: WP2 (Ambo)
Ph. 30: WP2
Ph. 31: WP3
Ph. 32: WP4
Ph. 41: Interview at coffee factory
AID 9428 – SHIRE E. Town
Evaluation mission’s photos
Dec. 2015
Annex 2.3: Photos

Ph. 1-Shire town

Ph. 2: TWU office

Ph. 3: Billing

Ph. 4: TWU - archives

Ph. 5: pick-up

Ph. 6: Well field site

Ph. 7: BHA
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Ph. 8: Booster buildings

Ph. 9: Booster pump sets

Ph. 10: P. generator

Ph. 11: Electr. overhead line collapsed

Ph. 12: new water Tank

Ph. 13: Clorization plant (out of order)

Ph. 14: Latrine at the bus station

Ph. 15: Latrine 1 at the bus station
Annex 2.3: Photos

Ph. 16: Latrine 1 ticketing
Ph. 17: Latrine 1 (int.)
Ph. 18: Showers Latrine 1
Ph. 19: Latrine 2 at the market 1
Ph. 20: Latrine 3 at Market 2
Ph. 21: TWU’s manager interview
Ph. 22: Interview 1
Ph. 23: Interview 2
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Ph. 24: Interview 3
Ph. 25: Interview 4
Ph. 26: Interview 5
Ph. 27: Interview 6
Ph. 28: Interview 7 (Africa Hotel manager)
AID 9428 –LIMU GENNET Town
Evaluation mission’s photos
Dec. 2015
Ph. 16: Bus station

Ph. 17: Latrine at the Bus station

Ph. 18: Water Point (WP) 1

Ph. 19: WP2

Ph. 20: WP3

Ph. 21: Pick-up

Ph. 22: TWU’s manager interview
Ph. 39: Interview 10